STRONG!
Exclusive HDI™ Fenders—
inflatables that you can trust

Megafend Innovation—
exclusive, patented mooring
product designs, handcrafted
quality, designed-in
functionality– it’s yachting’s
most complete accessory line.
Megafend Mooring Products
is in its third decade, offering
unmatched custom services.
and products to match your
exacting needs. Innovation is
key to everything we do. Our
passion is to absolutely achieve
the ultimate perfection you
demand.

Durable high density materials
matched with extreme production
quality create a designed-in
strength, the benchmark of HDI™
inflatable fenders. Each is a marvel
of structural integrity, assuring the
ability to withstand heavy marine
use. Megafend HDI™ inflatable
fenders inflate/deflate in moments
saving stow-space. Available in
popular marine sizes to give the
maximum mooring protection you
demand and durability you must
have. HDI inflatable fenders can be
ordered with a FenderCoat™ cover
to protect your megayacht surfaces
from fender contact. Mooring your
megayacht just became a whole
lot safer!

REMOVABLE CHAFE GEAR | HDI™ INFLATABLE & SOLID-CORE FENDERS | FENDER HOOKS

Style meets function!
NEV-oil™ exclusive maintenance-free leather, guaranteed against mildew or fungus growth is on outer
surfaces of all Megafend fender hook styles. Experience the handcrafted fit, the finish, and the
designed-in functionality— innovation at work. Our patented custom designs and exclusive signature accessory hardware,
plus MegaPro™ removable chafe gear with greatly enhanced durability
— because innovation is key to everything we do.
Megafend quality, built to exceed your expectations
for enduring superyacht mooring protection!

CG– fluffy in white, or black (for black lines only)– guards paint or Gelcoat surfaces

CG– MegaPro™ ballistic black nylon now with new-gen weave for greatly enhanced wearability/protection

CG– silver crust cowhide for a unique “style” look– excellent wearability

CG– black leather– a traditional look, yet excellent style and wearability

Megafend removable chafe gear is designed for heavy use. It provides maximum
protection for your mooring lines and yacht surfaces while assuring a tight and uniform
look. Megafend chafe gear easily wraps on lines, securing with sewn-in velcro and
removes in an instant. Available to fit popular line sizes and to your required length.
Dealer:

www.megafend.com

